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The modernscientific
studyof warreliesprimarily
on correlational
studies
aimed to uncoverthe recurringpatternsof actions,events,and conditions
associatedwithinterstate
conflict.
The goal is an explanatorytheoryof war
groundedin reproducibleevidence,freeof the subjectivebiases thathave
plagued traditionalanalysis.But to date the myriadfindingswithinthe
correlationalprojectremainunintegratedand the promiseof a scientific
breakthrough
unfulfilled.
This articlesuggeststhattheproblemof nonintegrationin the studyof war is rootedat least partlyin an overlyrestrictive
thatcannotgroundcausal theory.The argumentsummarizes
epistemology
an understanding
of integrative
causal reasoningdrawnfromsome of the
naturalsciences,and suggeststhat futureresearchinto the question of
war be aimed to develop such causal theory.Withoutsome such visionof
integrative
reasoning,thisanalysisimplies,the correlationalprojectis unlikelyto transcenditscurrentstateof empiricalfragmentation.

The Correlates of War (COW) project, begun at the Universityof Michigan almost
three decades ago, stands as one of the most ambitious social scientificprojects of the
late twentiethcentury.Already the most systematicand extensive effortin the history
of the study of war, the correlational project unites a large and expanding network
of scholars worldwide in ongoing research.' Its scope, productivity,and explicit
pursuit of cumulative theory make this research program one of the most visible
contemporary symbols of scientificinternational relations theory.
It is this last feature in particular the systematic pursuit of cumulative theory that has over the years provided the COW project with both its most powerful
justificationand itsmostserious challenge. Explicitlydistancingitselffromthe "speculative and hortatoryefforts"thatcharacterized earlier studies of internationalconflict
(Singer, 1972:244), the COW program "began with the hope and promise ... [of] a
major breakthrough in our understanding of general factorsassociated withwar and
peace" (Vasquez, 1987:108). From the earliest years its stated goal was "an integrated
and coherent theory"of war causation (Singer, 1972:255). But both inside and outside
1 The Correlatesof War projectwas begun at the University
of Michiganin 1963. For an insightfuloverviewof
itsrationale,structure,and findings,fromthe perspectiveof a researcheroutside the project,see Vasquez (1987).
In a more recentworkGochman and Sabrosky(1990) offerthe viewsof veteranparticipants.In the presentpaper
"the Correlates of War project" refersnarrowlyto the Michigan project,its collaboratorsand graduates. "The
correlationalapproach" refersmore broadlyto researchthatreflectsthe epistemologyand methodologyset down
in the Correlatesof War project.
Author's
note:I would like to thankJamesCaporaso, Michael Clark,Charles Dor-an,TI-edHopf, AndrewMoravcsik,
J.David Singer, Kalvpso Nicolaidis,Sandra Peart, Alexander Wendt,and the Editorsof ISQ for theiradvice and
commentson earlier draftsof this paper.
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the project, reviewers today acknowledge that the long-sought crystallizationof our
fragmented knowledge remains an unfulfilledhope. "That breakthrough has not yet
occurred," concludes one recent overview (Vasquez, 1987:108).
Given the high hopes evident in the early years of the project, this conclusion is a
frustratingone. At the end of the firstdecade of the project, directorJ. David Singer
guessed "itwillprobablytake anothertwoor threeyearsbeforetheevidence is sufficiently
strong to justify commitment to and later refinementof one or another of the
contending general models" of war causation (1972:25 1). Yet fifteenyears later we find
"the research of the [COW] project has not been producing a clear line of evidence in
support of one or more of the theoretical suggestions in the literature" (Vasquez,
1987:114), that"nothingworthyof the name has yetemerged in the wayof a compelling
theory of war" (Singer, 1986:50; see also 1981:9), and that "the pace [of theoretical
progress] has been excruciatinglyslow" (Singer, 1990:20).
In lightof these expressions of disappointment,it seems reasonable to examine the
COW project's fundamental premises in order to assess its long-termviability.Might
limitationsin the design or rationale of the project help explain the lack of progress to
date? Recent reviews have by and large not tackled this question directly,but have
concluded, based on analysisof the project'sempiricaloutput,thatongoing workis likely
bringingus all the closer to the long-awaitedbreakthrough(Singer, 1986:50- 1; Vasquez,
1987:109; Gochman and Sabrosky,1990). Singer attributesthe slow pace of progress to
the nature of the fieldof study(which remains,in his view,at a "natural history"stage),
and to "extenuating circumstances,"such as lack of time, money, and personnel, that
have impeded integrativedevelopments (1990:18-22). These are external constraints
that do not bring into question the project's fundamental design. Singer findsnothing
in the theoreticaldisappointmentsto date thatcannot be overcome in due time,within
the epistemological and methodological confinesof the project.
Questions about the project's fundamental internal structureremain unexamined.
Of course, the COW program has had its share of criticsover the years,and a number
of them have advanced suggestions for improving the prospects for integration,
focusingon issues ranging fromconceptualization, measurement, index construction,
and data generation to statisticalresearch design to the underlying strategies of
inductive and deductive theory-building.2But by and large none of these has raised
the deeper epistemological questions that must be answered to assess the long-term
viabilityof the project. What does an analysis of the project's epistemological underpinnings tellus about the program's abilityto generate or support integrativedevelopments in the study of war? What are the implications of the answer to this question
for current research?
This paper examines these questions. The argument is divided into three main
sections. The firstexamines the epistemology of the Correlates of War project and
explores itsempirical fragmentation.The second section shows that similar fragmentationis overcome in at least some of the natural sciences withtheorythatties together
correlational findingsby describing an underlyingcausal repertoire.The thirdsection
defends the legitimacyand viabilityof such causal theoryagainst some salient objections. The article concludes with a discussion of implications for theoretical and
empirical research.

The Epistemologyof the Correlatesof War Project
This section outlines the epistemology of the correlational research program and
explores the fragmented nature of its empirical findings.This analysis will focus on
the writingsofT. David Singer, not only because of his prominence as director of the
2 For a comprehensivesamplingof the range of criticisms
thathave been offered,see Alker, 1976; D-Lvall,1976;
Job and Ostrom, 1976; Zinnes, 1976, 1980; Bueno de Mesquita, 1980, 1985; Rosenau, 1980; Vasquez, 1987; King,
1989; Most and Starr, 1989.
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Correlates of War project, but because his extensive writingson the methodological
and epistemological underpinnings of the program remain virtuallyunchallenged
within it.3
For Singer, scientificknowledge existsat three differentlevels or grades: existential,
correlational,and explanatory (1976a; 1979b; 1980; 1986). "By existentialknowledge
I mean empirical factors expressed in data sets, and by correlational knowledge I
mean the extent to which two or more data sets covary with one another across time
or across cases," Singer explains. "By explanatory knowledge I mean the extent to
which we can demonstrate 'why'the phenomena represented in these data sets covary
as they do" (1980:499). Explanatory knowledge is the highest grade of knowledge
and the ultimateaim of scientificinquiry (1980:499). It is intimatelytied to the notion
of "theory"; in fact, Singer calls "explanatory theory" a redundancy (1979c: 162). If
a coherent, integrated theory of war causation is to be found, it is at the level of
explanatory knowledge.
The methodological and epistemological rationale of the COW project is aimed at
building knowledge fromits lowest (existential) to highest (explanatory) grade. "How
does one go about investigatingthe 'causes of war' question?" Singer asks in summarizing the philosophy of the Correlates of War project. The key,he asserts,is to formulate
the question in a way that makes systematicthe gathering of empirical evidence that
can support specific correlational claims about war causation. "The question is," he
concludes, "which events and conditions, in which combinations, account for how
much of the variance in which types of war?" (1979c: 162). To answer this question
we firstneed careful conceptualization and measurement, followed by statistical
analyses to uncover correlations where they exist.
[W]e often startout witha large number of variables ... but once the data are
in on a sufficiently
large number of cases, we can proceed to analyze them in a
search for correlational patterns or causal linkages. Beginning with [but not
confinedto] fairlystandardbivariatetechniques,we can ascertain:whetherthere
is any statisticalrelationshipbetween the observed outcome and its alleged predictor,such thatitcould nothave occurredbysheerchance; whethertherelationship is linear or more complicated; and mostimportant,which predictor(independent variable)accountsformostof the variance,and is thereforemostpotent
in influencingthe observed result.(1969:72)

Two features of correlational knowledge should be noted at the outset. First,
explanation is achieved by showing an event to be a type of occurrence associated or
regularlyconjoined with specified factors,conditions, and states-of-affairs.Correlational knowledge thus takes the form of (or can be reconstructed to fit) an "if. . ..
then. . ." schema, with the firsthalf of the sentence identifyingphenomena that are
recurring antecedents or concomitants of the type of event identified in the second
half. However-and this is the second important feature of correlational analysis-such associations or covariations in themselves reveal nothing about the causal
relationships that bring them about. According to a well-known dictum of correlational research, "Correlation does not equal causation" (Sullivan, 1976:5; Singer,
1979a: 14). All correlations, of course, are genuine, in the sense that they are simply
numbers that describe the covariance of phenomena. But causal inferences on the
basis of correlationsmay be spurious. In other words, an epistemological gap separates
observed regularities from causal explanations.
A number of studies withinthe COW project offerspecificexistentialand correlational claims. Consider the following:
3 Fifteenarticlesby Singer, published over a span of twenty-five
years,are considered here. Their originaldates
of publicationare: 1966; 1969; 1970a; 1970b; 1972; 1972 (reprintedas 1979b); 1973 (reprintedas 1979c); 1976a;
1976b; 1977 (reprinted as 1979d); 1979a; 1980; 1981; 1986; 1990. Over the years Singer's advocacy of the
correlationalresearch strategyhas been forceful,eloquLent,an-dconsistent.
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1. There were 118 international wars betwen 1816 and 1980 (Small, 1990:31).
2. Most wars begin in the spring and fall, with April and October the most warprone months (Singer and Small, 1972).
3. There has been no significantupward or downward trend in the percentage of
nations in alliance (Bueno de Mesquita and Singer, 1973).
4. Domestic political unrest often results in involvement in militarized interstate
disputes (Russett, 1990).
5. Major powers are more likely to engage other major powers in war when their
own power capabilities are increasing rapidly (Gochman, 1990).
6. In the nineteenth century, war levels were minimized when the major powers
were relatively equal in capabilities and there was a fair amount of short-run
redistribution in those capabilities; in the twentieth century, war levels were
minimized by high concentration and very littleredistribution(Singer, Bremer,
and Stuckey, 1972).
7. War is more probable at very low and very high levels of polarization, while the
chances of war are minimized by a moderately polarized alliance configuration
(Wallace, 1973).
8. The occurrence and duration of wars during the twentiethcenturyare found to
be closely linked to increases in systemictightness (Bueno de Mesquita, 1978).
9. Bordering upon or being allied to warring states is strongly associated with
major power involvement in war during the period 1816-1965 (Most, Schrodt,
Siverson, and Starr, 1990).
10. Between 1816 and 1965, major power disputes preceded by an arms race tended
to escalate to war while disputes not preceded by an arms race did not (Wallace,
1979).
The firstthree of these are, in Singer's epistemological framework, descriptive
claims. The rest are correlational. As noted in this article's introduction, the COW
project has not generated a breakthrough in our understanding of war, despite its
impressive abilityto generate correlational findingssuch as these. We mighttherefore
characterize the project's progress as "additive" rather than "integrative,"meaning
that though we have generated new research findings, we do not understand the
connections between them (Ashley, 1976; Zinnes, 1976; Garnham, 1985). Integrative
progress suggests a qualitative rather than quantitative improvement of knowledge;
it requires not more findings,or better findings,but better connectedfindings. The
COW project has disappointed early hopes precisely because of its failure to discern
such connections. The resultis a continued fragmentationin the stateof our empirical
knowledge of war.
It is worth giving this fragmentationa closer look, to understand more clearly the
challenge of building integrative theory. Analysis of findings such as those in the
above list reveals two important dimensions of variation among them.
variables.In the analyses summarized above we find
(1) Heterogeneity
oftheindependent
a diverse set of war correlates, ranging from system-levelfeatures like polarization
and alliance configurationto national attributeslike power capabilities and levels of
domestic unrest. The levels of analysis schema provides one principle for ordering
these variables: higher level features,like polarization, are seen as settingthe context
withinwhich lower level factors,such as domestic unrest,work theireffects.But these
variables can be arrayed not only across levels of analysis but also along dimensions
that distinguish process from condition, behavior from institution,material factors
from ideational ones, and so forth. COW researchers report that arms races (an
interactive process), systemicpower concentration (an objective material condition),
and geographic borders (a sedimented institutionalfeature) are each correlated with
war. If theoreticalintegrationimplies a "tyingtogether" of research findings,and not
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just a simple side-by-side listing of them (Zinnes, 1976), the heterogeneity of the
independent variables is an obstacle to integration insofar as we lack a rationale for
situating these quite different factors in relation to one another. How do we put
together,in an integrativeframework,such disparate factorsas borders, arms races,
and power concentration? Statisticsdetailing the covariation of these factorswithwar
provide no guidance on this question.
(2) Differential
framingof thedependentvariable. From the outset COW researchers
have shared a clear definition of war (Singer, 1972). One might think that such
agreement in the operationalization of war would make all correlational analyses of
war commensurable at least in terms of the dependent variable. But agreement on
of war does not guarantee agreement on its configuration
in empirical
the identification
analysis. For there are differentaspects of war we might choose to study, and there
are differentways in which we can frame correlational questions about them. Note
the differentialframingin just the above seven correlational analyses: six look at war,
while one looks at disputes (short of war); four focus on major power war, while
three include conflictbetween other states; while the last finds the correlates of war
escalation,the ninth focuses on war expansion,the eighth looks at the incidenceof war,
the sixth at its extensiveness.
Though these studies share a common definition of
war, their differencesin framing the problem invite incommensurable answers, and
thereby impede integrative understanding.
The challenge of integrative understanding can be fully appreciated when one
contemplates the double-barrelled impact of heterogeneityplus differentialframing.
For example, compare Wallace's studyof polarization (#7) withBueno de Mesquita's
(#8). Both are concerned with the effectof power configurations on war. Wallace
operationalizes polarization in terms of three measurements: alliance memberships,
membership in intergovernmental organizations, and formal diplomatic relations.
Maximum polarization occurs when states in the systemare equally divided between
two distinctclusters,determined by bonds fromalliance commitments,IGO membership, and diplomatic relations. Bueno de Mesquita operationalizes polarity by using
typal analysis that identifiesclusters of states with similar alliance memberships. He
then determines the "tightness" of such clusters by comparing the alliance commitments of nation-pairs within them (an identityof such commitments across nationpairs creating a situation of maximum tightness). Wallace's independent variable,
polarization, thus differs in significantways from Bueno de Mesquita's notion of
tightness.Even if these differenceswere eliminated, variation in the framing of war
would tend to vitiate an integrativecombination of the two analyses. Wallace focuses
on two variable measures (magnitude and severity) of interstate and international
war; Bueno de Mesquita, by contrast, treats war as a dichotomous event variable.
Here, in microcosm, is the problem of nonintegration. Wallace finds a curvilinear
relationship between polarization and the extensiveness of war; Bueno de Mesquita
finds the incidence of war to be associated with periods of increasing systemictightness. Though the two studies focus on roughly the same substantivequestion How
do systemicconfigurationsof power affectthe likelihood of war?-their results talk
past one another.
Not all dimensions of variation found among the COW project's findings are so
resistant to integrative efforts.One aspect of the framing problem is the temporal
differentiationintroduced into correlational analysis when the COW project undertook the systematicanalysisof militarizedinterstatedisputes in the 1970s. This created
a new set of correlational findings distinct from those focused on war itself. Two
attemptsto integratethese findingsalong the temporal dimension are John Vasquez's
"steps to war" framework (1987) and Charles Gochman's multiphase model of interstate conflict(1 990). Each of these frameworksorganizes correlations by reference to
the stage of conflictunder examination. These models are useful but they deal only
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withtemporal differentiationand are thereforeless a solution to the overall problem
of nonintegrationthan an attempt to break it down into manageable components. At
each stage of analysis, we stillface the problems of heterogeneityin the independent
variables and differentialframing of the dependent variable.
The challenge of devising integrativetheoryis, quite clearly,a formidable one. The
discussion of thissection has identifiedsome of the difficultiesthatmust be overcome,
but it has not argued that the COW project is unequal to the task. The key question
is not whethercorrelational findingsfragmented,but ratherwhethersuch fragmentation can be overcome within the confines of the project. A complete answer to this
question will require a closer examination of the nature of Singer's postulated third,
explanatory, grade of knowledge. But before proceeding to that assessment it is
useful to get a sense of at least one possible styleof integrativereasoning, a type of
causal knowledge found in the natural sciences.
Integrative Reasoning in Natural Science
The Nature of Causal Theory
To illustrate integrative reasoning in natural science, consider an example from
meteorology: the thunderstorm. We might begin with a correlational account, for
which we need data on the events or states-of-affairsthat precede or are constantly
conjoined with thunderstorms. For example, a collision of two air masses, one cold
and dry and the other warm and humid, will often be followed by thunderstorm
activity.Thunderstorms are also associated with hot and humid days, and with the
presence of mountains. Collecting correlations such as these, we build a framework
of confirmed regularities that explain observed storms and predict new ones. An
individual thunderstorm (say, one over the Oklahoma plains) is predicted or explained by showing that one would expect a thunderstorm in the observed circumstances (say, the passage of a cold front on a summer day), given the empiricallycorroborated association obtaining between such circumstances and the incidence of
thunderstorms.
This correlational approach to thunderstormswill generate just the sort of fragmented knowledge observed in the study of war, for just the same reasons: the
heterogeneityof independent variables and the differentialframingof the dependent
variable. Consider three correlates of thunderstorms: cold fronts,solar heating, and
mountains. These are heterogeneous in the same way that independent variables
such as arms races, domestic unrest, and borders are in the analysis of war: each set
contains elements that are unlike one another and of uncertain mutual relation.
The correlational statisticslinking thunderstorms to cold fronts,solar heating, and
mountains provide no clues as to how these factors might be tied together in an
integrated explanation. Moreover, differentcorrelational studies will frame the empirical question in varyingways. We might want to study the timingor frequency of
the storms,or perhaps theirintensityand duration; we mightwant to find the factors
that differentiatesevere thunderstorms from ordinary ones; we might look for the
correlates of certain features of the storms, such as the amount of wind, rain, or
lightning; we might want to know why some thunderstorm seasons, but not others,
are so severe. These studies agree on what a thunderstormis, and each of them offers
an answer to the question, "why thunderstorms?", but each does so from its own
vantage point, creating the same sort of empirical variegation in our correlational
understanding of thunderstorms that is found in the correlational study of war.
Yet one does not get a sense of theoretical frustration from the literature on
thunderstorms, at least not to the degree one does from the literature on war.
Indeed, any basic textbook on meteorology provides parsimonious, well-confirmed
explanations of thunderstorms.How do meteorologistsstudyingthunderstormsover-
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come the correlational fragmentation that international relations theorists find so
persistentin the study of war?
An importantclue to the answer can be found in any standard textbook discussion
of thunderstorms.Such treatmentsare focused not on the presentation of empirical
data supporting specificregularityclaims that is, on correlational analysis but on
models thatcapture the structuresand processes thatgenerate thunderstorms.Unlike
correlational accounts, these explanations are fundamentallycausal, and theydo not
seek to locate the conditions under which specified outcome-typeswill occur. Rather,
theyseek to identifythe mechanisms through which specified outcomes occur, when
theydo. "A [causal] theoryis a description of underlyingcausal factorswhich,in actual
circumstances,are sufficientto bring about more directlyobservable phenomena of
the kind studied by the field in question . .. [A] theoryis a description of a repertoire
of causal mechanisms" (Miller, 1987:139). It is not part of causal theory to describe
the conditions in which the repertoire will, in fact,work its effects.
Thus a causal explanation of thunderstormswill detail the mechanisms underlying
thunderstormactivity.Such an explanation typicallybegins froman observed correlation say, the one linking the collision of distinct air masses with thunderstorm
formation. The generative process in this case begins with the cold air mass lifting
the warm air with which it collides; the liftingbecomes focused in convective cells; as
the rising warm air cools, the water vapor within it condenses and releases energy,
furtheraiding the liftingprocess; soon a downdraft appears at the base of the cell
when the size of water drops and ice crystalsgrow too large to be supported by the
updraft; eventuallythe downdraftspreads through the entirecell, pulling itscontents
to the ground in a formidable current of wind and rain.
Causal explanations of thunderstormsmake use of idealized pictures of underlying
structures,such as that of the air parcel. "A parcel of air usually refersto a very small
volume of the atmosphere with horizontal dimensions of a few meters in which the
temperature, pressure, humidity,density,dustiness, etc., are the same throughout.
This homogeneous parcel is viewed as a sortof invisibleballoon, which can be followed
as it moves up and down or sideways over a period of time" (Anthes, Panofsky,Cahir,
and Rango, 1975:36). Such a model can be used to explain the adiabatic processes
crucial to thunderstorm formation. "The ideal or theoretical process during which
there is absolutely no heat exchange between a gas and its environment is said to be
adiabatic . . . During a moist adiabatic process, the changes of phase of the moisture
contained in a parcel of air undergoing a rapid pressure change will cause conversion
of latentheat to sensible heat" (Miller and Thompson, 1975:101-102). The formation
of clouds in the atmosphere is due primarilyto the expansion and cooling of air as
it ascends (1975:104); in the case of thunderstorms,the upward motion of the air
parcels is given a strong boost from the condensing water vapor."Upward motion
results in expansion, cooling, and eventual condensation of water vapor in a stream
of air; the release of latent heat is often an important factor in accelerating the
convection by increasing the buoyancy (instability)of the air" (1975:140).
Once we understand how air parcels subject to adiabatic liftingbehave, we understand why it is that collisions of cold and warm air masses lead to thunderstorms it
is because the cold air liftsthe warm humid air and sets off the process of expansion,
cooling, and condensation. Using this model we can also explain the other observed
correlations (Anthes et al., 1975:169). For example, we expect thunderstorms to
occur on very hot and sunny days in humid climates, because here solar heating
provides the necessary energy to triggerthe liftingprocess. And since mountains lead
to differentialheating of the atmosphere (air near the mountains warming to a higher
temperature than air at the same altitude fartheraway), we can explain why in the
Rockies sunny mornings give way to afternoon thundershowers. In each case the
correlation is explained in terms of a common set of structuresand processes.
Thus causal explanationsprovidetheintegrative
knowledgethatis so conspicuously
absent
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at the level of correlations.Cold fronts, solar heating, and mountains, which at the
correlationallevel are three separate factorsassociated withthunderstorms,are shown
in the causal account to be liftingmechanisms that play the same generative role in
thunderstorm formation. This explains why standard textbook treatments of this
topic by and large eschew correlational reports in favor of the analysis of models
that can be applied to explain how thunderstorms are generated in the variety of
circumstances in which they appear-because it is in such models that integrative
theory is to be found.
The Relation betweenCausal and CorrelationalScience
Powerful currents in the philosophy of science this century have tended to steer
empirical social science away from causal theory. The orthodoxy that dominated
postwar philosophy of science exalted correlational science at the expense of its
causal counterpart. Its explanatory ideal, labelled the "deductive-nomological model,"
closely associated with the work of Carl Hempel, was a formalized version of what
has been identifiedin thispaper as correlational analysis.4In thisapproach a phenomenon is explained by "subsuming" its occurrence under a general law, that is, by
showing that the event-type(the "explanandum") can be deduced from a statement
of one or more general laws together with a statement of antecedent conditions
(together,the "explanans"). For example, the rise of mercuryinside a glass tube that
has been immersed in warm water is explained by the laws of the thermicexpansion
of mercury,together with the fact (the initial conditions) of the tube's immersion in
water of a certain temperature (Hempel and Oppenheim, 1948:135).
This epistemologycaptures the two featurescharacteristicof correlational analysis:
it explains an event by identifyingthe factorsregularlyassociated withthe occurrence
of that kind of event, and it makes no claim to have uncovered anythingbeyond this
association, for example, a causal relation. This second feature is particularlycrucial,
for one of the goals of this approach was to rid science of causal metaphysics.
For Hempel there is nothing to causation beyond correlation; in the deductivenomological approach, causation is a redundant concept thatis ultimatelydispensible.
To call a condition, say C, a cause of event E is to say only that C is regularlyfollowed
by E. Hence one finds in this literature the frequent use of scare quotes around
"cause": "If E describes a particular event, then the antecedent conditions Cl, C2, . . .
Ck may be said tojointly 'cause' thatevent, in the sense thatthere are certain empirical
regularities,expressed by the laws LI, L2,... Lr,which implythatwhenever conditions
of the kind indicated by Cl, C2,. .. Ck occur, an event of the kind described in E will
take place" (Hempel and Oppenheim, 1948:139). Note that in this approach one
could (and, ideally, would) replace talk of causes with notions of regularity and
functional interdependence (Russell, 1918). To allow talk of causes in the deductivenomological account is a concession to human habit, not an accommodation to realworld processes (Hume, 1962).
One importantcritique of the deductive-nomological approach deals directlywith
the issue of causal analysis. It holds that the deductive-nomological model cannot
support what appears to be an importantdimension of scientificinvestigation.5Con4Surveys that give a good overviewof the broad literatureinclude Brody (1970) and Klemke, Hollinger, and
Kline (1988). The influenceof Hempel's workin the philosophyof science,and subsequentlyin the social sciences,
remains significant."Hempel's essay [withOppenheim, 1948] is theclassical work in the philosophyof science. It
must be taken into account by all subsequent work on the topic of explanation" (Klemke et al., 1988:90). Singer
appeals to Hempel's authorityin 1976b: 129-32.
5The discussion here draws primarilyon the philosophyof scientificrealism,which in the last twentyyears or
so has assumed a prominentposition in debates over scientificexplanation. Important works in this tradition,
particularlywithrespectto the issues of causal analysis,include Harre (1970), Bhaskar (1978, 1979, 1986), Aronson
(1984), and Miller (1987).
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sider Hempel's example of the column of mercury immersed in warm water. A
deductive-nomological explanation will refer to relevant laws and initial conditions,
and will show the mercury column's observed rise to be entailed by these considerations. But merely to cite instance-statisticsof mercury's expansion under different
thermic conditions hardly constitutes a complete scientificexplanation of why the
mercurybehaves as it does. A fuller account will detail the underlying mechanisms
thatproduce or generate the patternscaptured in the nomological framework.Scientists will appeal to such causal explanation when they are interested not in the
phenomenal association between heating and expansion but in an understanding of
what it is about "heat" and "mercury" that brings about an expansion of the latter.
Such an understanding is provided by analyzing the nature (physical composition
and structure)of mercury,a description of which may include reference to molecular
orbital theory,quantum theory, processes of atomic bonding, and so on.
Such causal knowledge cannot be captured within the confines of the deductivenomological framework.Causal explanation shows the generativeconnection between
cause and effectby appealing to a knowledge of the real structuresthat produce the
observed phenomena, and it is this generative connection that gives the notion of
cause meaning beyond that of simple regularity (Harre, 1970:113-6; Harre and
Madden, 1975:8-16). In a deductive-nomological explanation, "the question 'Why
does the phenomenon happen?' is construed as meaning 'According to what general
laws, and by virtue of what antecedent conditions, does the phenomenon occur?' "
(Hempel and Oppenheim, 1948:136). In this schema we have no use for the concept
of cause. In a causal format,by contrast,the "why?"question is construed as meaning,
"By the workingsof what structuresis the phenomenon produced?" Here events are
distinctfrom the structuresthat produce them, so causation cannot be dismissed or
reduced to behavioral regularity. Causal powers "may be possessed unexercised
and exercised unrealized, just as they may of course be realized unperceived (or
undetected) by men" (Bhaskar, 1979:12).
The deductive-nomological account is thus unable to provide causal insight.Recall
that at the correlational level we cannot differentiatebetween causal and accidental
sequences, nor can we conceptually distinguish the correlates of an event that are its
causes (say, a cold frontand a thunderstorm) from those that are not (say, a falling
barometer and a thunderstorm). Such judgments can be made only with causal
theory."Notions of causing an event, bringing something about and the like are not
dispensible in favor of notions of correlation and logical entailment, in any analysis
of causation, including probabilistic ones. Rather, the notion of a particular causal
connection is required to make itclear when correlationsare relevant to causal claims"
(Miller, 1987:46).
This argument places the familiarinduction/deductiondebate in a new light. Many
scholars have considered deductive theorizing superior to inductive analysis because
the deductive frameworkgrounds empirical findingsin a networkof well-formulated
theoreticalpropositions,while inductivetheory-buildinglacks such a clear and systematic extra-empirical grounding (Bueno de Mesquita, 1985). Even Singer, who has
championed an inductive strategyfor the COW project, writes, "I fully accept the
proposition that we derive greater theoretical payofffrom empirical results that flow
fromand are embedded in a well-formulateddeductive model" (1990:17). But from
the perspectiveof building causal theory,deductive effortsofferno special advantage.
Establishing relations of logical necessitybetween the explanans and explanandum in
deductive explanation is no substituteforestablishingthrough empirical investigation
knowledge of the natural necessity obtaining between cause and effect in the real
world (Harre, 1970:20-1; Miller, 1987:135-7). While for correlational reasoning we
may prefer to rely on a deductive framework,such a basis does not in itselfbring us
any closer to causal theory.
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The two explanatory formats examined here correlational and causal do not
present us withan either/orchoice, as some philosophers have argued. Positivistslike
Hempel (1965, 1966) have maintained that all trulyscientificexplanation either fits
or can be reconstructed to fitthe deductive-nomological framework. Antipositivists
have sometimes claimed in response that,because integrativepower resides in causal
reasoning, scientifictheory ultimately reduces to causal explanation (e.g., Harre,
1970). But neither argument is persuasive, since each arbitrarilyimposes its own
standards of explanatory success on the other. In practice, we find working scientists
routinelyusing both types of explanation in theirday-to-dayprojects, switchingfrom
one to the other as their explanatory requirements vary. The two explanatory modes
are complementary; a full science will recognize both.
Unfortunately,because of the historical dominance of the deductive-nomological
model in the social sciences, particularlyduring the "behavioral revolution" of the
1950s and 1960s, our understanding and appreciation of causal theory remains
underdeveloped in comparison to our knowledge of and skillsin correlational science
(Manicas, 1987). The argument sketched out in thissection suggests thatcausal theory
might provide the basis for integrativereasoning in the study of war. It now remains
to consider the COW project's vision of explanatory knowledge.
Overcoming Objections to Causal Theory
Responseto Singer'sObjections
The Correlates of War project does not commit itself to correlational analysis
alone. As already noted, Singer posits three grades of knowledge through which
the study of war is to ascend: existential, correlational, and explanatory. This
last level of knowledge, Singer asserts, reveals the "why" behind the regularities
uncovered through correlational analysis. Singer's conceptualization would seem
to leave room for causal theory, which is one plausible candidate for explanatory
knowledge.
But Singer backs away from identifying explanatory knowledge with causal
theory. Indeed, he is reluctant to endorse causal theorizing at all. "We would do
well to drop the mysticalconcept of causality from our epistemological repertoire,"
he advises (1979a: 15). The problem with "cause" is twofold, according to Singer.
First, causality implies determinism, leaving no room for nondeterministic elements of influence. "This [determinism] may be true of such trivial outcomes as
the descent of a cannon ball in a perfect vacuum, but not of the more interesting
and humanly important outcomes that occur in the referent world" (1979d:184).
Social outcomes are produced by stochastic and voluntaristic elements as well as
deterministic ones (1979d:184). Therefore "there will always be some fraction
of the observed variance that cannot be attributed to a specific causal element"
(1979d: 185).
Second, the complexity of the social world obscures causal relations and their
interactions,undermining attempted inference from observed regularities to causal
relations. "While we can speak with some confidence about the 'causal' processes of
a very primitivesort (such as pressure on this lever causes this gate to open, or an
injection of adrenalin cause the membranes to relax), the social scientistwould be
wise to forget about (or, at least, sidestep) causality. Almost any social process of
interest can occur via so many different and unobservable routes that we would
have to make inferential leaps of heroic proportions in order to specify causality"
(1979c: 162). This problem is compounded by the interactivityof causal elements,
which suggests that the efficacyof each is not constant but dependent on the presence
of other determining factors (1979d: 184).
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It is importantto stressthat Singer does not deny causal powers a place in the social
world. Unlike those adhering to a deductive-nomological framework, he does not
reduce the conceptof causation to that of regularity.What he argues is that our search
for an adequate understanding of these causal powers is likelyto be frustrated,first,
because causation is not the whole storyof determination, and, second, because our
abilities to discern causal relationships are limited. On the basis of these facts he
moves toward an epistemology in which our explanations are confined to reports of
observed regularities. In Singer's view causality is a "chimera" (1979d: 185) in not a
metaphysicalbut an epistemological sense: It is not thatcausal powers don't exist,but
that they are difficultto understand and in any case they are only one type of
explanatory factor. Thus Singer states he is "very reluctant to speak of causality at
this particular stage of the game" (1976a:26).
Two arguments can be made against Singer's attempt to remove "cause" from our
epistemology. First,even if causality is only part of the story,we are not justified in
dismissing it entirely from our epistemological repertoire. If the reality of causal
powers is admitted-and itis by Singer we cannot expel "cause" fromour epistemology without incapacitating our ability to understand the structures and forces at
work in the world. Of course, if Singer is correct that outcomes are produced by a
convergence of causal, stochastic,and voluntaristicfactors,then a causal account of
social phenomena will never be a complete account. But, equally, neither will be an
explanation that suppresses all reference to causation. Even if causation is only part
of the story,it is nonetheless an important part.
Second, while it is no doubt true that real-world complexitymakes causal inference
difficult,we have no reason to conclude that such inference is impossible.Singer's
difficultywithcausal analysis is due to his adherence to a simple causal determinism.
"In my mind the concept of causality assumes that one and only one causal sequence
can precede one and only one outcome," he says (1976a:25). Because Singer identifies
causation with singular invariant sequence, he is skeptical that we could ever demonstratethe cause behind a given event. "Such a demonstration would typicallyrequire
proof that a given outcome only occurs under the specified conditions and events,
and never occurs without them; it is difficultto imagine how we could satisfythese
necessary and sufficient'requirements" (1979a: 15).
These statements make clear Singer's commitment to a "one cause, one effect"
metaphysics. But correlational science does not require such a view of causality.J. L.
Mackie (1974), for example, working within a correlational epistemology, has proposed thatcause be more broadly defined as any factoror condition necessary (though
itselfinsufficient)for a conjuncture of conditions that is sufficient(but not necessary)
for the specified outcome. A cause is thus any factor that is an insufficientbut
necessary part of an unnecessary but sufficientcondition (an "inus" factor). This
conception of causation can capture phenomena that are produced by multiple causal
sequences which unfold independently.
To explain thunderstorms,we need not show that they occur under only one set
of conditions and events. One day, theymay be triggeredby a passing cold front; the
next day, by solar heating. The cold frontand the solar heating are "inus" conditions.
Thus the fact that "a given outcome pattern could arise out of two or more causal
sequences" presents no fundamental difficultyfor causal analysis (cf. Singer,
1979d: 184). Singer overestimates the problems of causal inference by adopting an
overly restrictiveview of causal determinism.
Besides, if we reject a causal grounding for explanatory knowledge, how can the
distinctionbetween explanation and correlation be maintained? Recall that Singer
insistson promoting explanatory knowledge in distinctionto correlational knowledge.
Explanatory knowledge contains something more than the statisticsof covariance,
some "surplus element" that transformscorrelational knowledge into explanatory
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theory.6If we drop (or sidestep) the notion of causality in our epistemology, of what
does this surplus element consist?
"[I]n place of the notion of 'causality,'" Singer states, "my preference is for the
related notion of 'explanation'" (1979d:185). But what does it mean to ground
explanatory knowledge in the concept of explanation? It means, Singer says, that we
move beyond data-based corroborations of our claims to intersubjectivelyvalidated
ones. "[W]hat constitutes explanatory knowledge is very much a function of one's
point of view or scientific purpose... For our purposes here, let us settle for a
statement of the sequential events and conditions which link together several predictor variables and an ouLcome variable in a sufficientlyself-evident,compelling,
and plausible fashion to gain the assent of most competent observers" (1979c: 162).
Of course, knowledge of sequences of events and associations of variables is in itself
correlational knowledge. What makes it explanatory, for Singer, is the assent it earns
fromthe research community."[T]he adequacy of an explanation, in the finalanalysis,
rests on intersubjectiveagreement of the relevant specialists in that research sector.
In sum, we design our investigationsand go about observation,analysis,and interpretation in such a way that we not only satisfythe more or less objective canons of
scientific method, but satisfy the skepticism of our more competent and critical
colleagues" (1979d: 185). Community consensus is the "surplus element" distinguishing explanatory from correlational knowledge.
But this view of explanatory adequacy leads to an untenable subjectivism. While
the adequacy of correlational knowledge depends on objective criteria that suppress
the intrusion of personal biases "The whole point of scientificmethod," Singer
explains, "is to permit us to investigate whatever problems interest and excite us,
while largely eliminating the possibility that we will come out where we want to
come out" (1969:80, original emphasis) Singer's criteria for evaluating explanatory
knowledge carry no such assurance. "We approximate explanatory knowledge as the
consensus among competent social scientistsincreases," Singer claims (1979a: 15). We
are no longer protected against the possibilitythat we will come out where we want
to come out. Moreover, we have no external empirical basis (facts about the world
we are studying, rather than facts about those doing the studying) to differentiate
correlational from explanatory knowledge.
The inadequacy of this subjectivistgrounding of explanatory knowledge must bear
a good deal of the responsibilityfor the persistingproblem of nonintegration in the
study of war. Over the last quarter century the correlational project has witnessed
an uncoordinated and virtuallyunrestrained growth of new research designs and
conceptual typologies,a growth Singer has lamented. "There is littleexcuse for us to
ignore one another's vocabularies," he asserted a decade ago. "[W]e stilltend to define
and to measure our key terms in an unnecessarily diverse and confusing manner. As
a result,our models often appear much less convergent than they really are, and our
findingsremain less comparable and integrable than they really are" (1979a: 19; see
also 1970a: 537; Sabrosky, 1985:2 10). However, as long as taxonomic disputes cannot
be settled empirically,as long as they await an intersubjective agreement that goes
beyond objective corroboration, no empirical case can be made against the development of new schemes of observation, analysis, and interpretation. Singer sees the
proliferation of such schemes as undermining attempts at integration, and he calls
for "a modicum of semantic responsibility"on the part of researchers (1979a). But
the problem of conceptual proliferation is not a matter of irresponsible semantic
practices. It is a direct outgrowth of the fundamental failure to give the "surplus
element" in explanation empirical content.
6 "Although there is considerable room for diversityas to what constitutesa satisfactory
explanation, I would
improbablecovariationbetweenour outcome variablesand
contend thatwe need more than strongan-dstatistically
our predictoror explanatoryvariables in our models" (Singer, 1979a: 14).
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If we wishour studiesto have real-worldrelevance,it is imperativeto retainsome
epistemologicalhold on causality.As RobertDahl has pointedout,if our aim is "to
facilitateintelligentpoliticalchoices,"the studyof politics"is not likelyto dispose
altogetherwithcause" even ifregularitiesare made thecentralepistemologicalconcern(1965:87). "A [political]policyis an attemptto cope withthefuture,not simply
to accountfor the past. To be concernedwithpolicyis to focuson the attemptto
produce intended effects.Hence policy-thinking
is and must be causality-thinking"(1965:88; cf. Singer,1970b).
How Is Causal Theory
Tested?
To someoneinterestedonlyin correlationalknowledge,causal accountsare likelyto
appear to be empty,nonfalsifiable
tautologies.For example,the causal explanation
ofa thunderstorm
is somethinglike:"Thunderstorms
occurwhentheadiabaticlifting
process,fueledby condensingwatervapor,is sufficient
to overcomecountervailing
tendencies(e.g., the mixingof risingwarmair withsurroundingcool air, and the
effectsof coolingthatresultfromtheexpansionof the risingair parcels)."Now for
is notworthverymuch,since
purposesof correlationalexplanationsucha statement
ityieldsno knowledgeas to when(underwhatconditions)a thunderstorm
willin fact
occur.Fromsuch a perspective,the causal explanationappears to be a tautology.It
saysthatwhen thunderstorms
occur,theycan be attributedto the strengthof the
adiabaticliftingprocess;when theydo not,the liftingprocessdid not occur or was
overriddenby countervailing
forces.
But, as we saw in the last section,causal theorydoes not purportto identifythe
conditionsassociatedwiththeoccurrenceofa specifiedtypeofoutcome.Hence causal
theoryrequirestestingwithsomethingotherthantheinstance-statistics
oftherelevant
outcome-type.In general a causal theoryis vindicated"by showingthat the best
explanationsof relevantphenomenaappeal to instancesof mechanismsin therepertoireof the theory,ratherthanrelyingon rivaltheories"(Miller,1987:140). There
are a numberof wayssuchcomparativeassessmentis carriedout,theexactprinciples
dependingon context(1987:155-224). One testingmode involvesa directexamination of a theory'spostulatedmechanismsand generativeprocesses.Specificcausal
claimsaboutthunderstorms,
saythoseconcerningadiabaticexpansion,can be examined by isolatingand analyzingthe postulatedstructuresand processes(collecting
data on, say,theratesat whichlatentheatis convertedto sensibleheatin an ascending
and coolingair parcel). In thiswaywe gatherevidencesupportingthe larger,more
formation(showing,forexample,thatthe amount
complexmodel of thunderstorm
of latentheat in thewatervapor presentat low altitudesis greatenough to generate
the toweringcumulonimbusclouds thatare thunderstorms).
Theories can also be judged in termsof theiradequacy to accountfora range of
phenomenathatotherwiseappear to be unrelated.We thusmightsee if the causal
formationcan explaina rangeof other
repertoireheld responsibleforthunderstorm
independentoutcomes.We gain confidencein the causal theoryof thunderstorms
by showingthatthe underlyingmechanisms(liftingand cooling effects,adiabatic
lapse rates,and the like) can explain a numberof phenomenaotherthanthunderstorms,forexample,atmosphericinversions.An inversionis in one sensetheopposite
of a thunderstorm,
occurringwhen the lapse rate increasesratherthan decreases
withheight.But it is explainedwiththe same causal repertoire.Otherthingsequal,
the greaterthe numberof independentphenomena a theorycan explain withits
causal repertoire, the better the theory (Aronson, 1984:209-36; Dessler,
1989:446-47).
Testingforintegrative
scope maybe decisivewhenmoredirectevidenceis unavailable or inconclusive.A particularly
instructive
exampleis availablefromthefieldof
evolutionary biology. Darwin's theory of evolution suggests a gradual modification
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of organisms through a selection process working on heritable variations. The theory
requires that the variations on which selection works are in fact heritable a mechanism Darwin could not verify(Ruse, 1982:35).7 Worse yet for Darwin, one of the
most importantimplications of his theorywas apparently contradicted by the empirical record. According to Darwin's causal arguments, the fossil record should reveal
the gradual emergence of new species. Darwin found, however, that there were
"gaps" in the record. It looked as if many new species suddenly appeared at certain
points of time-evidence that supported not evolution but the rival view that species
were independently created.8
However, Darwin argued that his theory,but not its rivals,could explain a number
of apparently unrelated facts: isomorphisms between widely different organisms,
embryological similaritiesacross species, the geographic distributionof living organisms, even the Linnaean systemof classificationused by theoristsdebating evolutionary theory. How could one explain the common bone structuresin man, bat, horse,
and porpoise, Darwin asked, if not for common ancestry?"The similar framework
of bones in the hand of a man, wing of a bat, finof the porpoise, and leg of the horse
... at once explain themselves on the theoryof descent withslow and slightsuccessive
modifications" (Darwin, 1958:441). Similarities in the embryos of mammalia, birds,
and snakes can also be explained by a common ancestry; in Darwin's view, selection
pressures pushed the adult forms apart but left the embryos relativelyundisturbed
(1958:408-18). And in a powerful argument Darwin shows that certain principles
shared by all participants in the evolutionary debate principles used to classify
organisms are inexplicable without an evolutionary perspective (Ruse, 1982:40).
"The fact,as we have seen, that all past and present organic beings can be arranged
within a few great classes, in groups subordinate to groups, and with the extinct
groups often falling in between the recent groups, is intelligible on the theory of
natural selection with its contingencies of extinction and divergence of character"
(Darwin, 1958:440-41; see also 385-95).
In causal comparison, theoryjustification is typicallypunctuated with "what else
could it be?" argumentation. What else could explain the homologies between man,
bat, porpoise, and horse, if not the mechanisms of heritable variation and natural
selection? What else could explain the presence of bats, but not terrestrialmammals,
on oceanic islands? Evolutionary theory suggested the bats had flown there from
nearby continents; since land animals could not fly,theywere absent fromthe islands.
Darwin used thisreasoning to attackrival theories directly."Such cases as the presence
of peculiar species of bats on oceanic islands and the absence of all other terrestrial
mammals, are factsutterlyinexplicable on the theoryof independent acts of creation"
(1958:440). Ultimately Darwin cited his theory's ability to cope with a range of
phenomena like these as reason to accept it despite its manifest weaknesses and
uncertainties."I must freelyconfess, the difficultiesand objections are terrific;but I
cannot believe that a false theorywould explain, as it seems to me it does explain, so
may classes of facts" (Darwin, 1887:455, quoted in Ruse, 1982:53).
Note that correlational science plays no role in this particular scenario. Darwin's
claims are causal, not correlational or deductive-nomological. "The theory of evolution provides no empirical law in which a new species arises. If one tries to extract
such a law one ends up with principles such as this: when the selective advantage of
the traitsassociated with new genetic material are great enough in the population, it
was incorrect(Hainson, 1981:53).
7 Moreover, Darwiin'sexplanation of her-edity
8 Darwin gave great weightto thisfact,which he said "may trulybe urged as a valid argumentagainst the views
here entertained"(quoted in Ruse, 1982:39). His onlyresponse was to impugn the empiricalrecord. "I can answer
these questions and objectionsonly on-the suppositionthatthe geological record is far more imperfectthanlmost
geologistsbelieve" (Dar-win,1958:430).
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comes to pervade the gene pool; if enough new traitsaccumulate,a new species
emerges... The principlesare puretautologies"(Miller,1984:233). Thus in Darwin's
theoryfitnessis definedin termsof survivalrates,and survivability
is ascribedto net
but independentmeasuresof thesevariablesare lacking.9Philosophersand
fitness,
scientists
wedded to the deductive-nomological
approachto explanationhave sometimesdenied Darwin'saccountthestatusofscientific
theory,becauseforcorrelational
purposesit yieldsonlytautologies(e.g., Popper, 1974; Peters,1976).
But, fromthe perspectiveof causal explanation,"Darwinoffersa real theory.He
describesthe causal mechanismsthat produce a certainkind of change, when it
occurs.He describesthescenariosforsuchchanges,consideringand arguingagainst
alternativeaccountsof the level at whichvariationoccurs,the kinds of selective
advantagesat work,and the conditionsfor theireffectiveness
in transforming
a
species"(Miller,1984:234). Darwin'stheoryhas prevailedbecause the repertoireof
causalmechanisms
itdescribesprovidesthebestexplanationwe haveoftheevolutionaryrecord.
Conclusion: Toward a Causal Theoryof War
In appraisingtheCorrelatesofWar project,theissueis notthepersistingfragmentationin its empiricalfindings(a conditionwhich,in any case, is not disputed).The
issue insteadconcernsthe abilityof the projectto underpinand sustainresearch
thatcan eventuallyovercomethis fragmentation.
This articlehas argued thatthe
correlationalresearchprogramis unlikelyto generatean integrative
understanding
of war as long as it failsto articulatea plausibleconceptionof causal theory.For
projectdirectorDavid Singer,to admitthecontinuingfragmentation
of thecorrelational project "is not to say that it must alwaysbe thus and that we will merely
in thehope thattheywill,bysome
continueto pileup disconnectedempiricalfindings
serendipitous
process,eventuallygrowintoa coherenttheory.To thecontrary,
every
investigation
proceedsfroma thoroughexaminationof the historical-anecdotal,
the
and thesystematic-empirical
workalreadydone on thatparticular
formal-speculative,
question,thusattendingto matterscumulativeand integrative"
(1990:19). But Singer
does not explain how a perusal of these variousapproaches (which,afterall, are
in itselfimprovesthe prospectsforcumulationor
disconnectedand nonintegrative)
And theattemptto rootexplanatoryknowledgein an elusiveintersubjecintegration.
tiveconsensusseemsonlyto magnifythe problemof nonintegration
at the correlationallevel.
This articlehas used metatheoretical
analysisto argue forcausaltheoryin thestudy
of war. Metatheorycannot,however,dictatetheory;froma philosophicalanalysis
establishingthe need forcausal explanationone cannotdeduce the contentof that
explanatoryknowledge.Nonethelessthe analysishere does suggestsome important
issuesneedingworkand some typesof researchthatmightbe pursuedin theeffort
to overcomecorrelationalfragmentation.
One issue deservingfurtheranalysisis the topicof causationitself.A numberof
specificphilosophicalproblemsdemand attention:forexample,therelationbetween
and chance; the problemof multiply-determined
causation,determinism,
and overdeterminedoutcomes;and thechallengeof reconcilingcausationwiththepowersof
human agency.Our resolutionof these issues will shape our visionof integrative
theory(and even determineitsverypossibility recallthatSinger'smetaphysics
led
himto abandon a causal groundingforexplanatorytheory).It is interesting
to note
the COW literatureprovidesalmostno
that,withthe exceptionof Singer'swritings,
9 "To the presentmomentno one has succeeded in measuringwithany accuracythe net fitnessof genlotypesfor
in nature" (Lewontin, 1974:236, quoted in Miller, 1987:138).
any locus in any species in any envir-onment
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discussion of the metaphysics of causation, as if the metatheoretical issues involved
in constructingcausal theory are nonproblematic or susceptible of intuitiveor selfevident resolution. Here we would do well to adopt the same sortof skepticismtoward
our metatheoretical intuitions that correlational researchers have long cultivated
toward conventional wisdom in the empirical study of international relations. "[A]ll
of us students, research scholars, and policy makers know much less about world
politics than we think we know," writes Bruce Russett in introducing a volume of
COW writings."Conventional wisdom often turns out to be far less than wisdom"
(1979:7). Similarly,conventional wisdom about causation deserves critical reflection
and discussion.
Much recent work in the philosophy of science can be exploited for this purpose.
Humphreys (1989) articulates a model of causal explanation that recognizes the
multiplicity,insufficiency,and incompleteness of causes in most real-world settings.
Collier (1989) develops a model of stratifiedexplanation thatcopes withoverdetermination and multiple-determinationand that preserves the concept of agency in the
face of structuralcausation. Miller (1987) outlines a "core conception" of cause that
sustains the varietyof causal explanations found in the natural and social sciences.
These examples are merely suggestive; the point is not to endorse any particular
author or solution but to stress that ongoing work in the philosophy of science
provides conceptual resources that might be appropriated to help solve the research
problems identified in this article.
Of course, such philosophical analysis needs to be connected to the context of
theoretical and empirical research if it is to have an impact there. One way to assure
that metatheoretical discussions do not drift too far above the plane of empirical
research is to ground them in effortsto construct causal models. These effortswill
demand detailed case studies of war, since only careful and intensive examination of
individual cases can reveal the generative structuresand processes that causal theory
aims to describe. A number of writersin the social sciences have developed principles
for qualitative, case study analysis that are broadly consistentwith the view of causal
theoryoutlined here (e.g., George, 1979; Sayer, 1984; Sylvan and Glassner, 1985). It
should be stressed that the call for case studies is not an endorsement of ideographic
explanation, but rather a recognition of the need to look at the underlying factors
involved in conflictprocesses if we are to develop causal understanding. The parallel
with the natural sciences is instructive.If atmospheric physicistshad confined themselves to collecting data on the conditions associated withthe onset of thunderstorms,
never venturing to examine through "case studies" the mechanisms involved in
their individual manifestation,we would not today have an explanatory theory of
thunderstorms.
Effortsto construct causal theory might draw on the broad literature on agency
and structurein internationalrelations.Again, such metatheoreticaldiscussion cannot
lead directlyto causal theory,but it can provide useful guidelines for and constraints
on the theory-buildingprocess. As Alexander Wendt shows in his important study
(1987), differentsolutions to the agent-structureproblem lead to differentconceptions of explanatory theory. Subsequent writershave developed this basic theme in
a number of directions relevant to the challenges of building causal theory (e.g.,
Caporaso, 1989; Ruggie, 1989; Wendt and Duvall, 1989). For example, one can
compare Waltz's (1979) conception of international structure as the distribution of
capabilities with a transformational conception that conceives of structure as the
materials (rules as well as capabilities) thatenable and constrain action (Dessler, 1989).
The firstof these agent-structuresolutions conceives of causation as a pushing and
pulling of vector forces (systemstructureconstrainsand disposes the inherent tendencies of states); the second, as a set of conditions that shapes the possibilities for
behavior but does not push or pull it like an external force. These are not curious
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metaphysical distinctions but important modeling claims that determine a theory's
overall explanatory power (Dessler, 1989). Effortsto construct explanatory theories
of war might begin with such basic conceptualizations as these and refine them
through their use in empirical analysis. In this task, the lesson illustrated in the
discussion of Darwin's theory should be kept in mind: that a theory's overall integrative power can be a decisive criterionof theoryappraisal. The best causal theories
of war will draw on agent-structureconceptions that can explain other independent
phenomena as well.
None of this implies we should call a stop to correlational research. But in the
absence of some clear vision of integrativetheory,escape fromcorrelational fragmentationis unlikely.This articlehas presented an understanding of causal theory,drawn
from some of the natural sciences, as one possible basis for integrativereasoning in
the study of war. Admittedly,this article has not provided reasons to believe that this
particular styleof integrativereasoning, constructed from a metatheoretical analysis
of the meteorological and biological sciences, willin factbe workable when transferred
to the studyof interstatephenomena like war. But internationalrelations,like meteorology and evolutionarybiology, deals withcomplex, irreduciblyopen systemswhere
the symmetrybetween explanation and prediction is severed and where laboratory
experiment can play littleif any role in developing and testingcausal explanations.
Given these resemblances in subject matter, the causal analogy seems worth pursuing-particularly when the alternative is to remain committed to an epistemology
that grounds no conception of integrativetheory whatsoever.
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